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By Jim Henderson 
As we have examined the computing 
facilities and policies here at Michigan, The 
Res Gestae hasinquiredaboutcomputer use 
at several other major Jaw schools through-
lout the country. Atsome schools,computing has not taken a high priority, whereas at 
others computers play a much greater role. 
HARVARD: According to Ruth Block, 
Director ofMicrocomputing Support, Har-
vard Law doesn't require students to pur-
chase their own personal computers, but 
they do believe it is better if studenb do so. 
Students on fi nancial aid are allowed to pur-
chase computers out of summer enrnings. 
The law school has its own fair each year , 
like the Computer Kickoff. They offer a Jab 
with 15ffiMcomputersand noMncintoshes. 
They have begun looking into purchasing 
?\facs, but they feel that most students who 
choose to use Macs "own their own." Stu-
dents who use the monitored lab are charged 
$2 per hour to help pay for the facilities. 
Block said that this charge would still make 
it less expensive, in the long run, for those 
v.ho don't purchase a computer to use one. 
Furthermore, the school has felt more pres-
sure to p rovide printing facili ties for both 
~cintosh and IBM owners, so they will 
soon have two Macs linked up to a Laser-
Writer and two IDMs hooked to a Laser Jet, 
both pri•Jters working with 25-cent per copy 
copy cards. 
In general, the law school will be net-
v.-orking computers when · te1ephone rewir-
ing is done. Prior to this rewiring, the 
Caculty computing budget will be between 
$70,000and$80,000. Jnsteadofinsistingon 
I 
any one brand of computer, Harvard is look-
ingtocompatibilitynsthemajorgoal. People 
in Block's department use a Macintosh with 
a Dayna.File, a machine which will allow a 
~c to read IBM disks, to get past IBM/Mac 
1 inoompatibility problems. Although most of 
the emph asis bas been on IBM computers, 
and since roughly half of the students who 
own computers own Macintoshes, the school 
wishes to accommodate all computer users. 
UCLA: IBM recently gave the UCLA 
Law Sc;hool 40 IBM PCXTs, along with Qui-
etwnters and Laser Jets, for general student 
word processing. In order to increase their 
usefulness, law school accountant Nior Cu-
nanan described a major networking project 
which js currently underway. The library 
land some faculty computers will soon be hooked up to a file server in the library, with 1 Continued on page· SIX 
- ---' 
By Clinton Elliott 
When the Law School moves its student 
computerfacilityfrom the basementofHutch-
ins Hall, near the pendaflexesin Room BlOC, 
to the space currently occupied by the Law 
School Fund sometime in October, there wm 
be a major change in physical location but 
little change in the quality of the computing 
capacity available to students. 
That is, although the approximately 1150 
law students pay a mandatory S200-a-year 
computer access fee amounting to approxi-
mately $230,000 per year, the University's 
Information Technology Division (lTD) has 
not demonstrated a commitment to develop-
ing and maintaining a facility within the 
Quadrangle that is capable of meeting stu-
dent computing demands. 
According to Ted Graham, senior com-
puter systems director at the Law School, all 
of the computers and printers in Hutchins 
Hall have been financed out of the Student 
Services budget controlled by Associate Dean 
Susan EkJund. 
necessarily give money back to a particular of access, safety and control. 
school, they put it into a general fund that uOriginally, the Law School was part of 
fi nances other campus-v.-ide lTD activi ties," our plan for public sites. We thought that a 
said Graham, who explained that an increas- space existed in the new library addition that 
ing number of faculty and administrators would have been adequate to the task," said 
were concerned about the problem. Marks. These discussions went on for a 
u Another one of the problems that we number of months and reached an impasse 
have at the Law School is that we are running over ease of access to the space by students in 
a one-man show here. Funding is the real the general community. As I recall the Law 
problem. I work with some student assistants School did not want everyone just wandering 
and we are responsible for students, faculty, through the library: he added. 
and adminstrators. The students, because of Once the new library addition was ruled 
a lack of resources, receive the least priority," out as a possible site, Marks said that the 
said Graham, who questioned the value of the discussion focused on other areas of the Quad 
public sites to law students. that might be suitable for such a facility. 
01\Ve looked into how well the public sites However, these discussions proved equally 
are serving the Law School and we found that fruitless- yet for entirely different reasons. 
they are not serving us well at all," said "After looking at the space available, we 
Graham. "We are doing our best to provide decided that in order to reach all our objec-
those things that serve our student best," he tives and to conserve our resources we would 
added, explaining that he would like to see simply have to rule the Law School out as a 
more training and user support for law stu- public site and 611 Church Street was devel-
dentsinterestedin utilizing the limited equip- oped as an alternative si te for the law stu-
ment. He would also like to see the diversifi- dents," said Marks, who insisted that a public 
"Hight now, there is no computing budget cation of software programs \vajl~~ )A~ Ue must accommodate at least 25 machines. 
fortheLawSchool,"saidGraha m."Oneofthe students,includinl~m.E¥t!Jiefl'ttll\s!\ 1 He further reasoned that each personal 
main problems is that we have not gotten any as well as new eqdi¥t\! ludi as hard disks, computer(PC) needed a minimum of 40 square 
of the funds back from the lTD. They don't laser printers and personal computers. }t O feet as well as proper access for the handi-
.-- -----------------------~" ~ 2~~r!ng.1 -.an capped and fire prevention. rrwe needed a 
PC compatible Macintosh Annual Budget interview with minimum of 1,000 square feet and the Law 
Michigan 9 2 $ ct l1\J 
Harvard 15 0 $70-8(\0()lll 
UCLA 40 0 $34,000 
Georgetown 14 2 n.a. 
Stanford 14 6 (soon) >$20,000 
Yale 20 0 minimal 
Chicago 0 0 0 
Computer Facilities Available for Student Use 
es s:1sfie, '9re1' rsC:J!>ol did not have the space," said Marks, 
\ ory~s, ~ ~J#pWning the the general access fee paid by 
uty provost at all students entitled them to use any of a 
lTD, maintained number of facilities on the campus. 
~----------------------------------------~ 
that some years .. The program that we are pursuing has 
ago the Law been to reach a point where Information 
School was part of Technology Division (lTD) would be able to 
the original uni- provide 1,800 machines for student access," 
versity-wide plan said Marks. "Currently we have 1,500 work 
for public sites, stations and have decided to pursue a mixed 
but that this ob- strategy with respect to introducing informa-
jective disinte- tion technology to the campus. 
gratedoverissues Cont inued on page SEVEN 
GEO LOSS IS CLERK'S GAIN 
By Don Wheaton 
An arbitrator has ruled that 
Senior J udges and Junior Clerks 
are not •graduate students: within 
the meaning of the collective bar-
gaining agreement between the 
University and the Graduate 
EmploymentOrganization(GEO). 
The Law School has decided 
to hire Junior Clerks, and signs 
are posted and announcements 
have appeared to solicit second-
year student participation in the 
Junior Clerk program. 
Many around the law school 
greeted the news of the decision 
with a collective sigh of relief. "We 
are pleased that we will be able to 
keep on doing what we've been 
doing," stated Dean Edward 
Cooper. 
"No one's ever before though 
the Senior Judges and Junior 
Clerks were 'graduate students' 
within the meaning of the con-
tract, because they really are 
professional students," Cooper 
added. 
Two Senior Judges were in 
agreement with Cooper. One said, 
"It did not seem that law students 
were the motivating force behind 
the grievance." 
"There certainly was no law 
student grounds well for an organ-
ized group [of Senior Judges and 
Junior Clerks] because the GEO 
never approached us and asked 
us if we wanted to organize," the 
Continn .. tl nn n o..-- 'l'V~ 
FBI Stirs VP Controversy 
By John Myzer and Keri 
Chenoweth 
While recruiting at the Law 
School is nonnally very low-key, 
the announcement of a presen-
tation by a representative of the 
FBI next Monday at the Law 
School has raised considerable 
student concern. 
Originally scheduled for 
September 14, the meeting was 
postponed until September 26, 
at 3:30, p.m. No location has 
been posted, although Law 
School Dean Lee Bollinger an-
nounced at the weekly meeting 
of the Law School Student Sen-
ate on Monday that Room 100 is 
a likely choice. 
Although school officials 
deny that student opposition to 
the meeting was a factor its post-
ponement, both students and ad-
ministration acknowledge the 
possible volatility of protests to 
the visit. 
TheN ational Lawyer's Guild 
(NLG), a focal point of student 
opposition to the visit., has distrib-
uted a resolution to students which 
describes both factual and ideo-
logical positions which criticize the 
Law School's actions. The U of M 
chapter of Latin American Soli-
darity also participated in the is-
suance of the written statement. 
The resolution urges the Law 
School to cancel the visit, not 
merely because of FBI activities 
•• ~· - ~ - - -- - l"f'''"C."11Lt 
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Approaches 
AN OLD PIECE of wisdom goes thusly: it's 
not what you ask people to do, it's how you 
ask them. Different thoughts can be gar-
nered from this adage, but it strikes directly 
at one word: attitude. How you approach 
situations and people is vital, and some-
times decisive. 
- ------ Jocko on Life 
6E£ 8/FF, 
WHY PIJE~ our< 
TV IT/() N !(EEl' 
601N6 IJP! 
The Law School administration has in 
the past displayed a rather arrogant atti-
tude in its dealings with students. Incidents 
such as the Picozzi affair and the various 
attempts to scuttle the summer-starter pro-
gram have shown the "children should be 
Not for Atnateurs 
By Jocko Knappmann 
seen and not heard" mind set that has pre- With the coming of the xxrv Olympiad, it is once again 
vailed in the past. There seems an effort on time to ask ourselves why we persist in the self-deluding 
the part of Dean Lee Bollinger to impart a notion that only amateurs compete. We also need to ask 
ourselves why not let all professional athletes compete instead 
more open atmosphere in Law School af. of only some of them. The fact of the matter is, none of the 
fairs. We hope he suceeds. It is shameful persons who will compete in the games are amateur. 
that students have to suspect that any sur- Sure, NBCwilldoanUpCloseandPersona!Lookatsome 
miler from the Galapagos Islands (official name: Archipelago 
vey distributed by the School will be con- de Colon) who started running three months ago and is happy 
strued later as "evidence" for cancelling a just to be there. But she isn't really competing, now is she? 
program or locking out choices in computer She's a full lap down when the race is over and none of the 
other racers took her seriously. In fact, there's probably a 
resources. movement in the track underworld to ban her because she 
With attitude, one also desires consis- might get in the way of a Zola Budd who's trying to win the 
tency. This comes to mind in seeing the race. ThisGalapagosGalloperisanOiympian Oddity. rm not 
saying she shouldn't be allowed to be there, but I am saying 
LSSS head into another round of budgeting. that she is not your typical Olympian and we're being really, 
The Senate considered upping its student really stupid if we pretend that she is. 
No, your typical standard-issue Olympic athlete these 
tax 50 percent last year, claiming that so days has been practicing his or her chosen craft since age five. 
many worthy projects were going unfunded. He has dropped out of school to have more time to practice, 
But the Senate will still receive extra reve- substituting a private tutor. She has moved from Texas to 
Connecticut because that's where the coach she wants to train 
nue from the video games, pop machines with as a nine-year-old Jives. By age thirteen, he's in compe-
and the new Law School directory, in addi. titions all over the country, criss-crossing the country in a van 
tion to the more than $30,000 the Senate or mobilehomealongwithsevenpeersandacoach. Andbyage 
fifteen, she's being asked for autographs and getting endorse-
already receives. The LSSS's actions this ment offers from Nike, Pony, and Speedo, and is counting on 
year will show whether its true attitude is that money to pay her expenses. Tell me how amateur she is 
f • din h' h when she competes for the gold in gymnastics at sixteen, 
one 0 pro VI g Ig er-quality service to knowing that this is her only chance at a Wheaties box cover 
students, or whether all these revenues will and a CBS color commentator slot? Well, the rules say she is. 
serve to allow the postponing of tough budg- Now suppose that this person is a basketball player, say 
Michael Jordan. Mikey wows 'em to death at University of 
etary decisions to another day· It is hoped North Carolina (where he was provided food and housing and 
that resources will be used for the unfunded some type of an advanced education solely because he is a good 
ideas, and not the get-trashed bashes and basketball player). Then he's drafted first-round by the 
Chlcago Bulls and signs a contract with a huge bonus up front. 
~...o_rg::::.a_m_· z_a_t_i_o_n_al_t_:.e_le.:.;p~h..:.o.:..n.:..:..:.e.:..s·:._ ______ ....J Then Michael Jordan plays on the Olympic team which he can 
do because he's still considered an amateur because after all, 
he hasn't gotten paid yet. Four years later, after winning the 
Slam-Dunk Competition and the NBA Most Valuable Player 
award, he's not eligible for the Olympics because he's been 
paid cash, so someone like a Gary Grant, who hasn't been paid 
cash yet, is relied on to bring the ball up the court. 
And on the other side of that court is Arvydas Sabonis_ who 
has been playing basketball for the Russian Army team. Now, 
our buddy Sabonis doesn't really do much soldiering in the 
Army. Instead, he plays basketball with his teammates all 
day. Then he goes home and sleeps in his plush, state-
provided apartment. Every four years, when the Olympks 
come around, the Army team goes forth and represents, in the 
true spirit of amateur competition, Mother Russia. 
Sabonis is an amateur, Jordan is not. Both make a living 
playing basketball. Both were drafted in the first round of the 
NBA Both enjoy lives comparatively trouble-free and luxuri-
ous by their countrymen's standards. Are we being hypocriti-
cal when we draw a distinction based on how the compensa-
tion is structured? You bet your last ruble we ar e. We're 
talking form over substance, and that's just garbage. 
Instead, and I'll admit that rm only going along with a 
trend already in place, we should allow anyone to compete in 
the Olympics. All of these people make a life out of sports, why 
should we pretend any difference exists? It doesn't matter
whether or not the person is being paid by her government or 
by a private, profit-oriented professional sports franchise. 
Granted, mysolutiongivesan advantage to the United States. 
But I prefer to think of it as removing a disadvantage. And
let's not forget the European soccer players who would also be 
barred under an amateurs-only standard. 
ln short, we really aren't being fair to ourselves under the 
present system. This is worsened because some sports have 
different rules than other sports about professionals. l\fichael 
Jordan can't be Olympic, but Steffi Graf can. Does this make 
sense? The bottom line is that we need to weed out all of this 
namby-pamby stuff and adopt a hard and fast rule: if it's your 
country, then you can compete for them. Simple, clear, and 
elegantly obvious. Let's qui t playing charades and r aise the 
level of competition in the process, eh? 
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Opinion 
Clear and Present 
Just a Blip on the Radar Screen 
By Robert Goldberg 
I'm against radar detectors. And when I'm elected to 
Congress ('Vote for the Jew in '92"), one of my highest priori-
res will be to outlaw the little buggers (along with boxing, 
handguns and private schools- but I dlgress). 
What an abomination - a device whose only function is 
w thwart honest law enforcement. Why not sell lead-lined 
shopping bags that permit shoplifters to evade magnetic 
detection? How about anti-alcohol gum that dlminishes 
Breathalyzer readlngs? 
Thumbing through my favorite magazine recently, I came 
across a screaming multiple-choice question: 
"HOW MANY RADAR TICKETS WERE WRONGLY 




D. Nobody knows" 
At first I thought I had stumbled across an ad for the 
Travel Edl ti on ofTri vial Pursuit. But alas, I was (as in tended) 
misled. The answer, of course, was "D", and the advertiser 
invited me to send for a free "engineering report" on traffic 
radar. So I wrote to the innocent-sounding Cincinnati Micro-
wave Co. (thinking, why am I writing to a kitchen appliance 
company?) and soon received my free engineering report- a 
four-page leaflet submerged in a sea of slick brochures and 
Dissenting Opinion 
pre-printed order forms (for me and my friends). 
And you'll never guess what this sedulously objective 
study discovered: traffic radar is hopelessly flawed (surprise, 
surprise). In fact, the study claims, 30 percent of r adar tickets 
are erroneous (which makes me wonder why Cincinnati Mi-
crowave dldn'tjust answer the original question in the maga-
zine and thereby cheat me out of a nifty column idea). 
Here's one of the study's scientific findlngs: 
"A careless operator intent on filling his quota might see 
the number and single out a likely perpetrator - the red 
sports car-and be done with it. When you deal \vith humans, 
you take your chances." Absolutely profound. 
And then there's this gem: "There are no performance 
requirements for traffic radar, and the claims of86-mph trees 
and 28-mph houses have never been refuted." So there. 
Interestingly enough, nowhere in any of its materials 
does the Cincinnati Microwave Co. mention the word "speed-
ing." Now that's slippery, but not dlshonest. But in a recent 
letter to this same magazine, the president of the radar 
detector manufacturers trade association- can you believe 
there is such a thing?- unabashedly argued, with a straight 
face, that radar detectors are not intended to immunize 
speeders; in truth, this industry leader claimed, radar detec-
tors merely help insure motorists' safety (I couldn't see the 
connection either). And even more comical is the large-
lettered dlsclaimer printed on one radar detector's box: "This 
device is not intended to be used to violate traffic laws." 
Please, that's insulting to even George Bush's intelligence. 
Now wait a minute. What'sgoingon here? I mean, I don't 
know anyone who's ever been ticketed when he or she wasn't 
speedlng. We all drive too fast, and we all deserve our lumps 
when they come our way. But the notion that poor, innocent 
sub-55ers are being victimized by faulty radar is preposter-
ous. 
Now let me get one thing straight. Generally speaking, I 
hate cops. Well, at least every one I've ever come in contact 
\vith has been a royal asshole (and has had a mustache). 
Believe me, it pains me to no end to speak out against anything 
that frustrates their efforts. But their efforts are our efforts, 
and it's a good thing if drivers slow down to 70 once in awhile. 
And look at the track record of radar detectors. Enlight-
ened states like Connecticut and Virginia outlaw the silly 
monstrosities. On the other hand, sewer pits like Pennsylva-
nia and New Jersey tolerate them. Just think about where 
you'd like your kids to grow up. 
I read last week about the arrest of a Pittsburgh man who 
held up a sign on an Interstate roadside, warning unsuspect-
ing motorists of a radar trap just up the highway. Now that's 
the kind of human, dedlcated, communitarian, populist law-
breaking that I like to see. 
Confessions of a First-Year Skeptic 
By Paul Adelman 
Now that I have experienced three weeks of law school, 
and can consider myself an expert on the subject, I have 
decided that the techniques used to teach law preclude enjoy-
ingthe first year oflaw school. There's too much work, there's 
this ridlculous notion of calling on students out of the blue and 
an entire grade is based on one exam. 
Now, if Michigan dldn't expend so much time and energy 
during orientation telling us how friendly everyone here is, 
and how the first-year experience is not meant to be a miser-
able one - despite all the stories - then this might not be 
surprising. 
But my profs, nice as they are, still call on us out of the 
blue. And this simple fact determines the mind set of the first-
year student. Intended or not, it makes us fearful, it makes 
our hearts pound in class, it becomes the overarching theme 
of our first year in law school and (very important) it becomes 
a crucial first step in the rite of passage law students endure. 
This rite is one facet of the artificial boundary that keeps the 
law incomprehensible to non-lawyers. 
The school and the profs seem to have accepted that 
humiliating students and teaching through fear is not a good 
thing. So now, when a student doesn't know the answer, or 
does know it a nd is simply flustered by being put on the spot 
before 90 people, the professor either answers the question, 
supplies a hint, calls on someone else or takes the incorrect 
answer and twists it around tomakeitsoundcorrect("so when 
you say plaintiff appealed to the Supreme Court you actually 
mean the defendant asked for a directed verdict, don't you?"). 
The end result, from the point of view of the other students in 
the room, is that the prof was nice, the student wasn't humili-
ated, and the desired answer somehow emerged. 
Of course, the individual student will still have a self-
perception of a public failure, in front of the very 90 people he 
or she spends the first year \vith. Nota fun experience, but one 
that somehow is supposed to benefit the student. 
So now two questions come to mind. First, from the point 
of view of knowledge gained, was anything served by calling 
on a student who couldn't answer? 
J \ ' ' ., ' l J l •• J (. J I 1 • 1 
Second, and more complex, since the students still live in 
fear, and have a self-perception of humiliation and failure 
from not having been able to answer in class, is there any gain 
from the relatively low-key (compared to the days of law 
school yore) technique of calling on students? 
The answer to the first question is clearly no. If you don't 
know the answer, you don't know the answer. If this meant the 
answer would remain hidden forever, and the rest of the class 
~vould be deprived of that particular bit of knowledge, then 
there might be a problem. But since the prof or someone more 
prepared or less nervous supplied the answer, the result is the 
same. 
I haven't noticed that people are reluctant to raise their 
hands in class. Of course, some people will never raise their 
hands, leadlng to the result that 20 percent of the students 
(the in famous "gunners")\vill supply 90 percent of the answers 
-one of the arguments used by those in favor of random 
calling-on of students. My guess is that, left to their own 
devices, most students would contribute something at some 
point. 
The answer to the second question is again no. Although 
a low-key approach to calling on students is preferable to that 
of a Perini (the infamous Con. Law prof from Scott Turow's 
book One-L, the effect on the student differs only by degree. 
The fear is still there. 
Also, the many students who are worrying about being 
called on can't do a good job of thinking about what's going on, 
or taking thoughtful notes. This state of trepidation is not 
conducive to the state of concentration. 
This method oflegal education is uniquely American. The 
English law schools tried to import it, as Professor Simpson 
pointed out in a lecture the other day, but the students refused 
to cooperate. A little mutiny along those lines doesn't sound 
too bad to me. 
I accept that it is presumptuous of me, an ignorant 
newcomer to the whole field, to level these criticisms. But I am 
an adult, and ifl deem it necessary to learn how to think on my 
feet, I can do it myself - through work after law school, 
through moot .court or th;ough volunteering in cl'ass. The 
T . •• • f ~· t J ~ J l \I J J \\ 
flaming over-achievers who have what it takes to get accepted 
here dldn'tget their high GPA'sand 40-plus LSA'I"s from lack 
of self-motivation. We will be prepared if we want, whether or 
not we are going to get called on. If we aren't, that's nobody's 
business. 
Another thing that is wrong \vi th my Ia w school education 
is basing my grade on one exam. There are two reasons (there 
are two reasons for everything) why this is a defective policy. 
Not to belittle the second reason, which is that students' 
lives are miserable toward the end of each semester as they 
cram for that one all-important test, the first reason is more 
important. It is simply that a single test cannot accurately 
measure a student's skills. · 
I am here, in part, through a high LSAT score. I'm sorry 
to say that my score is not representative of what my average 
LSAT would be ifl took the test, say, ten times. I know this 
because I did take the test ten times, at home as a study 
method. The tests I took were real, previously administered 
LSA'I"s, and I took them under the same time constraints as 
the real one and I accurately scored them. My average on 
those tests was over 10 percent lower than my "true" LSAT 
was. I would not have been accepted here if that score was the 
one l\1ichigan received. 
So it is a deception for me to be here, and it is an equal 
deception to base a grade on one exam. If it is an acceptabl~ 
deception, then the law school is simply shrugging its shoul-
ders and saying, "Well, everybody does it." 
Michigan has accepted changes like the new section, 
small seminars, clinical experience and the like. But the 
fundamentals that typify legal education - the Socratic 
method, the dlsproportionate first-year workload ( 40 percent 
of the total credlts required) a nd the single exam - all 
continue to persist, all based on nothing more than tradltion. 
Is the law really so fundamentally dlfferent from any other 
subject that it must be taught this way? I don't think so. It's 
just part of the deal ofturning us into lawyers, with free first-
year suffering thrown in. 
' . . ... . .. .. , ( ----·- --- -··· · -"'·· -- ..... .. ..... ... ... ....... ...... ... 
Williams & Montgomery, Ltd. 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Thesday, October 11 
for summer. employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Graham & James 
is pleased to announce that it w·ill be interviewing 
interested second and third year students for its 
. Los Angeles Office on 
Monday, October 10, 1988 
for positions in our 1989 Summer Asso.ciate Program 
and full-time positions beginning Fall, 1989. 
Graham & James 
725 South Figuer.oa Street 
34th Floor 
Los Angeles, California 90017 
(213) 624-2500 
Other Offices: 
San Francisco, Palo Alto, Long 
Beach, Newport Beach , New 
York, Washington, D.C., 
Raleigh, N.C., Hong Kong, 
Beijing, Tokyo,Nlilan 
Stutknt interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Dickinson, Wright, Moon, 
Van Dusen & Freeman 
(Detroit & Bloomfield Hills office.s) 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday & Thesday, OctoberlO & n. 
Our Lansing office will also be interviewing on 
Monday, October 10 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Stutknt interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
Kerr, Russell and Weber 
of Detroit, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested third year students on 
Friday, October 14 
for summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement O{flCe TODAY. 




is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and th ird year students on 
Tuesday, October 11, 1988 
We seek qualified applicants to join our practice 
in litigation, corporate, tax, banking, labor and 
employee relations, ~eal est~te, securities, patent 
and trademark, franchise, intellectual property 
and international. law. We are an equal opportu-
nity employer. We will be interviewing for posi-
tions in Atlanta and Washington. . 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement O{flCe TODAY. 
Jenner & Block 
of Chicago,. Iliinois 
is pleased· to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday & .Thesday, October 10 & n 
. 
for summer and permanent e]nployment, 1989. · · 
. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
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Letters 
Recruiting is a Privilege Unearned by the FBI 
To the Editor: 
The recruiting visit by a Federal Bureau of Investigation 
agent to the Law School, scheduled for Sept. 26, r aises a host 
of disturbing questions for the Law School and the U~iversi ty. 
Perhaps most seriously, the visit calls into question the 
University's commitment to ending discrimination on the 
basis of race and ethnicity inside its own walls. If the 
University allows this visit to take place, we must ask how 
much it has really learned about its own institutional racism 
in the last two years. 
Recruiting at The University of Michigan is a privilege. 
RecruiterS gain access to a large pool oftal~nted and dedicated 
potential employees. The University rightfully retains the 
power to restrict this privilege to those who meet minimal 
standards of conduct. To this end, the Law School has 
committed itself to forbidding employers who discriminate on 
the basis of race, gender or ethnicity from using University 
faciliti es to recruit. This policy is based on the recognition that 
toallow adiscriminatory employer to recrui t is to be complici· 
tousin the employer's discriminatory practices. Furthermore, 
the policy has value as a statement of the Law School's 
commitment as an institution to ending what is perhaps the 
most serious social problem that has ever confronted our 
nation, the problem of racism. 
Given what we know about the FBI's employment record, 
10al!ow the bureau to recruit at the Law School would make 
a mockery of this policy. Two serious charges of employment 
discrimination are currently pending against the bureau. In 
the first, the J ustice Depar tment and Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission (EEOC) have fou nd that whi te FBI 
agents subjected a black agent. Donald Rochon, to a campaign 
of racial harassment. Among other outrageous insta nces, 
someone defaced a family photograph by tapi ng a picture of an 
ape's head over his son's face. In addition, apparently as a 
threat, white agents in the bureau took out two insurance 
policies in Rochon's name, including a death and dismember-
ment policy. Not only did the bureau fai l to significantly 
penalize the perpetrators, but the Justice Department and 
EEOC both found that the FBI retaliated against Rochon 
when he complained about th e harassment. These findings 
paint the bureau as a racist and hostile work environment 
:hat makes no effor t to correct itself. 
A second case corroborates this picture. Three hundred 
and eleven out of the bureaus's 4 35 Hispanic agents have sued 
the burea u alleging discrimination in promotion, discipline 
and assignment. About 40 agents have testified that the 
bureau transfers Hispa nic agents more often to undesirable 
posts, gives them assignments that are less glamorous or more 
dangerous, promotes them more slowly and gives them less 
r ecognition for their successes. The sheer number of agents 
who joined the sui t is itself evidence of the discrimination 
alleged. The agents undoubtedly knew th at if the class-action 
suit were successful, they would reap th e benefits regardless 
of whether they themselves joined it. Yet th ey apparently 
believed the problems of discrimination at the bureau were so 
serious that they were willing to risk the repercussions that 
would undoubtedly follow when they joined the suit. 
The struggle against racism at the University that has 
taken place over the last two years should have taught us all 
an important lesson about institu tional racism. If an institu-
tion cannot prevent racist acts from occuring within it, it has 
a responsibility to respond to those acts forcefully, in a way 
that avoids compounding the harm done by the original act. 
The J ustice Department and EEOC findings and these pend-
ing suits provide s trong evidence, if not conclusive proof; the 
the FBI has failed in this responsibi lity. 
We believe that this evidence also creates a responsibility 
on the part of the Law School to evaluate th e charges inde-
pendently in order to determine whether they raise colorable 
claims that the FBI is a discriminatory employer. If the Law 
School closes its eyes to these allegations and fi ndings, it will 
ha ve fai led in precisely the same way that the FBI has failed: 
it will have ignored serious charges of racism even after they 
have been brought to the ins titution's attention. 
To wait for an adjudication of these charges bv a court of 
law fails to confront this problem. Once a court makes a 
decision, presumably the discrimination problem has been 
resolved. The employer pays damages and is under a court 
order not to discrimi nate. Only those employer s who are 
fool ish and brazen enough to declare an open discrimination 
policy would ever be excluded. Such a standard misappre-
hends the nature of the problem of racial discrimi nation that 
we now confront and makes a mockery of the Placement 
Office's policy of excluding discriminatory employer s. 
There are other good reasons to suspend the FBI's recruit-
ing privileges at the Law School. The bureau practices one 
form of discrimination openly: discrimination against gay 
men and lesbians. The Law School has no policy to cover this 
Social Committee Responds 
To the Editor : 
While we always welcome constructive criticism and new 
!deas, we think that Jim Henderson's column last week 
'Bring On the Band for Better Law School Parties") unfairly 
and unrealistically criticized the social program planned for 
this academic year . 
Like Hender son, we agree that a live band can add much 
~a party. In fa ct, the Law School Student Senate (LSSS) 
Social Committee co-sponsored such an event last year . 
Unfortunately, bands do cost quite a bit and are much more of 
a drain on the LSSS's resources than Henderson would lead 
one to believe. Furthermore, a live band will not satisfy 
everyone. Not everyone shares Henderson's idea of a good 
band, and itis simply impossible to please over 1,000 students, 
all of whom have different tastes in music. Nevertheless, we 
hope to sponsor three parties with live bands this year. 
Henderson's point that the game room should be avail-
able during parties is well taken . Although we don't actively 
Encourage law s tudents to use the game room, students may 
Use the rooll] a t a ny time, and that includes Hender son . 
More than a nyone else, we are always looking for ways to 
improve the appeal of LSSS-sponsored parties. Like Hender-
son, we like to plan ou tlets for daily frustra tions, improved 
social contact outside of classes and greater face-to-face con-
tact. However, a live band, an available game r oom and 
phrases such as "forward planning," "creative thinking" and 
"a little more of each Social Committee member's time" will 
not achieve these results. Indeed, if Henderson has any really 
creative ideas up his sleeve, we wonder why he did not join the 
LSSS Social Committee last year when he had the opportu-
nity. As always, membership on the LSSS Social Committee 
is open to all law students throughout the year. We invite 
Henderson to join and share his ideas in a more constructive 
way. 
J on Beighle 
Scott Gessler 
Yvonne Powe ll 
Dan Shemke 
Co-Chairper sons, LSSS Soci-al Committee 
practice. It should. Whileperhapsmorecommon than blatant 
racial discrimination, this employment practice is an example 
of the worst form of bigotry. The Law School has recently 
adopted a clause in its antidiscrimination logo that prevents 
discrimination by the Law School based on sexual orientation. 
By continuing to allow employers who discriminate to use 
placement facilities, the Law School calls into question its own 
commitment to this important principle. 
Finally, beyond its employment practices, other FBI ac-
tivities should give us pause before granting it the privi lege to 
recruit. Specifically, the bur eau has a long history of spying 
upon and harassing organizations and individuals dedica ted 
to social and political change. The bureau's attempts to 
disgrace Martin Luther King Jr. are well known. Lest anyone 
should think that the bureau has reformed itself, the recent 
revelations about spying on the Committee in Solidari ty with 
the People of El Salvador, as well as evidence discovered in 
cases. brought against the bureau by the National Lawyers 
Guild and the National Committee Against Repressive Legis-
la tion, demonstrate that political harassment by the bureau 
continues. In addition, a massive 1984 FBI investiga tion of 
black voters and elected officials in Alabama resulted in 210 
charges of"vote fraud," none of which held up in court. It is 
hard to see this investigation as anything but a del iberate 
a ttempt to harass black elected officials. The Law School and 
the University should adopt guidelines prohibiting recruit-
ment at Michigan by employers who engage in this sort of 
racist and antidemocratic activi ty. 
We recognize that the Law School and the University are 
unlikely to adopt a guideline prohibiting employers from 
recr uiting on the basis of non-employment-related practices 
in the near future. Such a guideline remains a long-term goal. 
We also recognize that no guidelines currently elcis t which 
would exclude the FBI on the basis of its blatant discrimina-
tion against gay men and lesbians, though we hope that such 
guidelines will exist soon. The University and the Law School 
must recognize, however, that if they fai l to enforce elcisting 
guidelines forbiddingrecruitment by employers who discrimi-
nate on the basis of race and ethnici ty, they will create a crisis 
of credibility for which they will have no one to blame but 
themselves. 
David Bachma n 
Kristin Vanden Berg 
Co-Chairperson s, National Lawyers Gu ild 
·~~· th:~ Editor: : ·· • · • 
··During the course of this school year hundreds .of em-
ployers Will :interview at the Law School. The Law School 
StUdent Senate (LSSS) r ealizes that n smn1l number of 
these employers have hiring policies t1,at may be offensive 
to n number of law students. Therefore the LSSS encour-
ages ·Stu dents to work with the administration and Place· 
ment Office so thnt a lasting solution may be obtained. 
The right. to protest must be balanced with students' 
rights to in terview. Wnile tbe LSSS recognizes that demon-
strations are an acceptable method of student expression, 
and that pr otests can be effective in bringing about change, 
the Senate does not condone any actions that involve a direct 
interruption of an interview in progress. The LSSS does not 
believe that protests should be taken to such a level that 
they make it impossible for students to interview with the 
employers of their choice. 
Chris Adams 
Secre tary, LSSS 
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Other Law Schools Take Different Computer Courses 
continued from page one 
hooked up to a file server in the library, with 
the hope of hooking up most of the faculty 
within a couple of years, allowing faculty and 
students access to teaching programs and 
cases generated by faculty members. The 
budget for the networking project is $20,000; 
the typical annual budget, $34,000, is devoted 
for general computing purposes. 
Macintosh use throughout the university 
has been minimal, although more Macs have 
been purchased in the last year, and Cunanan 
said he expects the number of Macs to in-
crease further. 
GEORGETOWN: Computing policy at 
the Georgetown University Law Center has 
become very separate from that of the rest of 
the university, according to Professor Richard 
Diamond, a member of the Jaw school's Auto-
mation Committee. Since it decided to "go its 
own way," the school established the commit-
tee to perform several functions, such as filter 
proposals to make certain all computing re-
lates with everything else in the school, de-
velop its own proposals and help hook faculty 
computers up to the new larger Ubrary's auto-
mated cardc.atalog. Professor Diamond placed 
legal computing into four categories: adminis-
trative, faculty, student, and the teaching and 
computing relationship. The main goal for 
administrative computing is to coordinate 
the separate departments so that, for in-
stance, the registrar and financial aid offices 
don't duplicate efforts. Faculty members 
each receive a computer package - the 
schoolisbuildingbetween40and60IBMAT 
clones- with a printer and access to Wes-
tlaw and LEXIS. Beyond connecting to the 
GULLiver library system, a main faculty 
goal is to upgrade to the use of sophisticated 
word processing programs. 
Goals for student use have yet to be de-
fined. The small but heavily used computer 
lab in its library has 2 IBM PCs, 12 IBM PC 
XTs, 2 Macs and 1 Apple lie, each with its 
own printer, but the school is unsure what 
type of priority should be placed on student 
computing. Different ways of paying for 
support in addition to providing paper and 
printer ribbons have been discussed, such as 
through fee systems or financial aid. Profes-
sor Diamond is in favor of meeting student 
demand for Macintoshes and IBMs - they 
are not trying to "cram anyone into any 
particular system" -but he emphasized the 
need for compatibility throughout the exist-
ing structure. Finally, although academic 
computing is still in its "infancy," some pro-
fessors at Georgetown have begun to use 
Pettit & Martin 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday & Thesday, October 10 & n 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interv~w request cards are due in tlu Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
Jaffe, Snider, Raitt & Heuer 
of Detroit, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday & Wednesday, October 11 & 12 
for positions with the firm commencing summer and 
fall of 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in tlu! Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
computers in class for "drafting assignments", 
and the future should bring more such use. 
STANFORD: According to Joan Gally, 
Stanford has several different facili ties open 
to students. The Student Microcomputer Lab, 
used primarily for classwork and Artificial 
Intelligence work, has 6 IBM ATs. The school 
also provides 8 IBM XTs in the Student Word 
Processing Center and the law students' dor-
mitory. Each student organization has at 
least 1 XT; the school has also ordered 6 
Macintoshes for desktop publishing purposes, 
primarily supporting the Journal of Interna-
tional Law, the Environmental Law Society 
and the law school newspaper. 
All secretaries and most of the faculty 
have IBMs or clones. Faculty members must 
purchase their own computers with a combi-
nation of personal and research funds. Al-
though Gally could not quote exact computing 
budget figures, she estimated that, in addi-
tion to acquisition costs, the law school spends 
around $20,000 each year on hardware and 
software upgrades and printing supplies. 
YALE: Associate Dean of the Law School 
Steven Yandle described the Yale Law School's 
computing facilities as "straight IBM." Their 
two year old student lab contains 20 IBM ATs, 
and a proposed printing room will have an 
additional 6-7 IBM PCs with printers. De-
spite the fact that a "significant" number of 
law students own and use Macintoshes (the 
results of a survey have yet to be released), the 
law school has decided simply to tell incoming 
students of the facilities that are provided; 
those who own Macs are told to use the faci li-
ties maintained by the University. 
There is no formal budgeting for comput-
ers in New Haven . Dean Yandle said that he 
had to get the most done with the few funds he 
does get. Faculty members are given comput-
ers as needed, usually old PCs, with a few 
•286" machines. Although no networking is 
currently possible, there is hope to link as 
manyfacultycomputers together when a major 
building renovation is completed in a couple of 
years. 
UNIV. OF CHICAGO: Students at Chi-
cago are provided with no computers within 
their law school. Librarian Charles Tenbrink 
claims, though, that since the law school is 
well integrated with the rest of the university 
and facilities exist nearby, it felt that com-
puterpurchases were unnecessary. The school 
does not urge students to purchase any par-
ticular type of computer, but university facili · 
ties have many more Macintoshes than lBMs. 
Gordon, Thomas, Honeywell, Malanca, 
Peterson & Daheim 
of Seattle & Tacoma, Washington 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday, October 12 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in tlu! Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
Ford Motor Company & Ford 
Motor Credit Company 
of Dearborn, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second year students on 
Wednesday, October 12 
for summer employment, 1989. 
Student interview request cards are due in tlu! Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
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Michigan Law Charts Computer Course for School 
continued from page one 
"Our goal has been to develop public sites while at the 
same time encouraging students to purchase their own PCs. It 
is not an either/or proposition. A student who buys a machine 
may still use a public facility to print files or to gain access to 
a certain type of equipment." Marks maintained that he did 
not think that it was double-dealing for the University to 
encourage the purchase of private machines and printers 
"·hile at the same time assessing a mandatory access fee. 
"The whole thing is a little like insurance," said Marks, 
"that is the analogy that I like to use. We are really trying to 
average out the cost so that we can serve a large student 
population. In some ways it is a lot like tuition. Some students 
"ill get more out of the fee that they pay than others, but that 
is the way the system works." 
However, averaging out costs and multiplying public 
access sites don't seem to make as much sense to Law School 
Dean Lee Bollinger. According to his analysis, the central 
administration has not committed sufficient resources to the 
Law School for the purposes of computer access. 
Currently, there are seven Zenith mini<omputers, two 
Macintoshes and two IBM PCs. Not all the computers are 
attached to the printers and during periods of even moderate 
use, students are excluded from access because of insufficient 
availabili ty. 
"Ihada meeting with Doug Van Houweling(Vice-Provost 
of lTD) to try to begin getting some university support for the 
development of a computer facility here at the Law School. 
\\'hat we have now is very inadequate," said Bollinger, noting 
that he is hopeful that the differences of the past can be 
resolved to the benefit of the students. 
"The controversy that we had with central administration 
arose several years ago. We decided not to complete the 
development of a facility for general use. Although the details 
of that si tuation are remain sketchy, it sort of initiated a kind 
of split between the Law School and the central administra-
tion; said the Dean. 
"Law students pay $200-a-year as computer access fees. 
That is quite a lot of money a nd we get very little in return. I 
think that it is possible that ITDwill divert some of that money 
back to the Law School." 
Although it is unclear what options the Law School will 
pursue with respect to computer facilities, Bollinger said that 
he wanted to see the development of major new computer 
resources for students within the Law School. 
"My sense is that we have done a good job, not a fantastic 
job, of providing computers to students," said Bollinger . "My 
r ole is to get more resources from the central administration 
for the Law School. I would like to see a carrel for every 
student and a computer for every student and so forth," said 
Bollinger , who remains optimistic. 
Nevertheless, student skepticism remains high. 
"My personal feeling is that we are not going to be able to 
touch the money that we pay as a fee to the University," said 
Colin Zick, chairman of the Law School Student Senate's 
Computer Committee. 
"If we start accepting money from the University they will 
want everyone to have access and that has not gone over very 
well with our student body," said Zick. "The general feeling is 
that people really don't want undergraduates racing around 
the Law School," added Zick, noting that the committee had 
already convened and is working on an agenda that will 
improve knowledge of and access to existing sites as well as 
seek a general expansion of what the Law School has avail-
able. 
"Our first goal is to get some more hardware. We would 
like to see a good mix ofiBM PCs and Macintoshes, not one to 
the exclusion to of others. We are also interested in going 
beyond basic software and learning more about the different 
software packages that might meet the needs oflaw students," 
said Zick. 
"I know that our facilities are inadequate because I havE: 
had to use them a lot," said Zick. "There are only two 
Macintoshes and one printer, which isn't letter quality. Ac-
cess is a problem and we have begun losing software and no 
one seems to care. 
"However, a lot of people need to know that we do have 
what is available. We would like to publish a guide to Law 
School computer facilities and let people know where the al-
ternative sites are located," said Zick. "Let's face it, computers 
and word proc.essors are the wave of the future in re-writes." 
"I think the University has shown a real lack of concern 
for law student needs in terms of computers," said Kevin 
Conroy, a first-year student from Flint, MI. "I think that the 
cost of a few additional printers would be minimal compared 
to the cost that we are paying per semester. Either take my 
money and spend it wisely or don't take my money at all." 
"There really should be more printers down here for these 
Zenith machines," said Martin Li tt, another first-year. "You 
have to change machines to print something and that can be 
a real hassle if someone else is using a machine. The key-
boards aren't labeled as well as they should be, added Litt, 
noting that the function keys on many machines perform 
numerous options depending on the combination in which 
they are activated. "It takes too much time to figure out. 
Proper labeling seems like a really simple thing to do." 
"There is no assistant who is readJ1y available or not so 
readily available," said Marysue Martin. "Even if you know 
the program and have a question because something odd 
comes up, there is no one available to answer you questions. 
The guidebooks aren't enough." 
Although skepticism tends to be pervasive in student 
comments, it is not a hard and fast rule. 
"I think that the facilities here are very useful," said 
Dayna Kelly. "I won a computer but I come down here a lot to 
use the computers and the printer . When I fir st came down 
here I called Ted Graham and he was very helpful. I am 
basically illiterate with computers, so he was a lot of help. I 
would suggest that people call him: 
Coopers & Lybrand, Int'I 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing inter-
ested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, Octoberll 
for summer associate and full-time positions with the Firm. 
We are an international Big 8 accounting, taxation and consulting firm with 550 offices 
throughout the world, including 100 offices in the U.S. We are one of the largest private em-
ployers of graduating attorneys in the country. We will be interviewing for attorneys to work 
in our Tax Practice in offices throughout the United States. One of the strongest national tax 
practices is in the Detroit office, where 70 percent of the PTofessional Staff consists of attor-
neys whose emphasis is placed on tax planning and consulting. Tax professionals are in-
volved in client mergers and acquisitions, valuations, reorganizations, and coprorate and per-
sonal fmancial planning. Our clients range from Fortune 500 corporations to small busi-
nesses and individuals. If you are ready for a challenging and rewarding career , take a closer 
11 look at Coopers & Lybrand. -- --
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Office TODAY. 
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LSSS Election Statement for First Year Representatives 
It's election time of a different sort at 
the Law School, where party politics are 
replaced by the politics of parties. Next 
Monday, from 9:00a.m. to 6:00p.m., first 
year students will be able to select who 
will get to attend senate meetings for the 
1988-1989 school year. The polls will be 
located outside room 100 from 9:00 to 
5:00 and outside the Lawyer's Club Cafe-
teria from 5:00 to 6:00. 
This year's representatives will be-
gin their term just in time to witness 
budget allocations. The Senate will 
approve a final budget at its October 3rd 
meeting. The 1L reps will however, miss 
the hearings and requests which 
are to take place at the Septem-
ber 26 Senate meeting. 
This is one step better than 
last year's first year represenata-
tion of the Senate at budget time. 
Elections were not completed in 
1987 until after the budget was 
finally approved. 
Currently, the Senate con-
sists of 10 members; 6 second 
year students and 4 third 
yearstudents. 
Due to time constraints 
brought on by the Senate Elec-
tion schedule, the Re;; Gestae 
could not publish pictures of the 
candidate«. However. oicturP.!\ 
will be on display on the Senate 
office door, r oom 116 Legal Re-
search, and at the ballot box. 
NEW SECTION 
CAT WELSH 
Having been here for three weeks 
now, we can all consider our-
selves old hands and get down to 
the basic task of reorganizing 
this place. Seriously, as first-
year students, we can add new 
insights to the process of the 
University of Michjgan Law 
School. And, as experimental 
animals, our section is particu-
larly sensitive to those changes 
in curriculum that can make law 
school a more interesting and 
valuable experience. As a Senate repre-
sentative for theN ew Section, I will be in-
strumental in getting answers and re-
sults to your questions and complaints, 
and in expressing your concerns about 
student life and curricular evaluation. 
ALECLENENBERG 
Although this is just our first year of law 
school, it cannot be said that we do not 
have any legitimate concerns. After four 
weeks, we are becoming increasingly 
aware of issues that affect us, ranging 
from academic to financial matters. As 
subjects become salient to us th roughout 
the year, I can say with assurance that I 
will be extremely receptive to all of your 
ideas and that I will work hard to repre-
sent your views in the Student Senate. 
SUMMER STARTERS 
TROY M. CALKINS 
I feel that the Law School Student Senate 
can have a real impact on the character of 
the Law School and the lives of its stu-
dents. As a member of LSSS, I would 
make a particular effort to emphasize the 
concerns of the 1988 Summer Starters. 
Of particular concern to our section is the 
availability of short Summer classes, and 
•. 
L.S.S.S. considerations which affect you. 
Your valuable feedback to me on issues 
ranging from academic standards to so-
cial events will enable us, the Summer 
Starters of'88, to make our mark on the 
Michigan Law School experience. 
MIKE MELLI ERE- NO STATEMENT 
SECTIONS G-H-I 
KEITH BARNE'IT 
I would like to be your voice in the Stu-
LSSS ELECTIONS 













Mark G. Johnston 
Michael Lawrence 
Terri Smith 
better information on the nature of the 
placement process for Summer Starters. 
As a member of LSSS, I would push for 
the administration to meet with the 
Summer Starters to discuss these con-
cerns. 
JACQUELINE RAZNIK 
As 1988 Summer Starters we came to 
Michigan from diverse backgrounds, with 
a wealth of experiences. Now that we're 
past the first term jitters, it's time to 
mobilize the resources of the Summer 
Starting Section to ensure our years in 
law school are some of our most enrich-
ing. As your representative I promise to 
keep you informed of and invoved in all 
dent Senate. As your representative, I 
will bring issues that are important to 
you to the attention of the Senate and the 
administration. While I have my own 
interests (bringing speakers to campus, 
intramural sports, social and club activi-
ties, etc.), I would view my role as repre-
sentative as one of representation, not 
self-serving advocacy. Thus, my only 
"campaign promise" is that, both before 
and after the election, you will always be 
welcome to contact me (764-8958, Law-
yers Club 0-11) to discuss any issues that 
you feel are important. 
JAMES M. CARLSON 
As our first year progresses issues will 
emerge which will be of concern to us all. 
I would like to be your attentive ear and 
strong voice in having your views repre-




Law School need not always be har-
rassing, irritating, grueling, and burden-
some. By staying abreast of issues out-
side the classroom, we can beat the first 
year experience at its own game. Your 
t ive. 
first year representative to the 
Law School Student Senate can 
be your link to sanity and balance 
by allowing you the vicarious 
ability to learn of fellowships and 
competitions, issues between fac-
ulty and/or administration and 
students, activities like aerobics, 
and other matters potentially rele-
vant to you when it's time to take 
a break from classes. Working to-
gether, we can makefirstyear not 
only survivable but memorable. 
Working together, we can make 
Mike Carithers our first year r ep-
resentative. 
MARK G. JOHNSTON - NO 
STATEMENT 
MICHAEL J. LAWRENCE 
I am willing to put in the time and 
energy needed to get involved with 
the Senate and to voice the con-
cerns of "J-K-L" section (i.e. I 
would be doing my closed memo 
as I write this). Having met some 
of the current representatives to 
find out about the curren t issues, 
I know what kinds of problems 
now face the law school and that 
I want a hand in finding their so-
lutions. Though I cannot promise 
everyone Outlines for Automatic 
A 's, I can promise to perform my 
Senate duties seriously and with 
regard to every different perspec-
TERRI SMITH 
At Oberlin College, I was a student repre-
sentative to the general faculty and sen-
ior liaison of the Oberlin Law Society. I 
was also a congressional intern in Wash-
ington D.C. for Gus Savage ofllHnois. If 
elected I would introduce a Senate book 
buy back and exchange program for the 
beginning of each semester. I would also 
promote more student participation in 
faculty hiring. And I would encourage 
more functions to promote greater inter-
action between the law school and other 
graduate and professional schools. 
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COURSE the Bar Exam Professionals Since 1955 Donald Nord, J.D. 
Executive Director 
Mr. Nord will be here to conduct an 
information table: 
DATE WeopEs&v Sc PT, ~I 
r' 
TIME 9',' 3Q fJ,rn t- /lJ~0/1) 
AlTENTION FRESHMEN-SENIORS PICK UP 
YOUR FREE OUTLINE OF Eu I Oelt) ~ 6 
Nord Bar Review Courses are available for: 
Alabama Arizona California . Florida Georgia 
Illinois Kentucky fv\aryland Massachusetts 
Michigan Nevada New Jersey Ohio 
Pennsylvania Tennessee General and Multistate Courses 
Multistate Professional Responsibility Course 
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. Bollinger Addresses Student Concerns over FBI 
continued from page one · 
and employment practices, but because the commonly presented; the FBrs alleged illegal 
University of Michigan recruits would be activitiesin general, racialdiscrimination and 
"called upon to fashion legal justification" for discrimination based upon sexual preference. 
such conduct. This conduct, claims the NLG, Bollinger did note that "a peaceful pro-
would be difficult to justify within the para· testisentirelywithin theboundofwhatisfine 
meters of Law School recruitment policies, if and desirable in this institution." However, 
the allegations of the FBrs discrimination he ~dded, "'f there is disruption of the speech, 
based on race and sexual orientation prove I WJII treat it very seriously. I would not 
correct. exclude calling in security to keep {the presen-
The Law School recruitment policies are tation) going. rve given this considerable 
described in the "On-Campus Recruitment thought, and I don't know if it's entirely wise, 
Practices" handout, available in room 210, but I would think about [calling security ) 
Hutchins Hall. The handout states simply very seriously." Referring to the student 
that "no placement services shall be made protest of CIA interviews which took place 
available to any organization ... that discrimi- prior to last spring vacation, Bollinger stated 
nates in recruitment or employment against that his actions (cancelling interviews and 
any person on the basis of race, sex, color .... " not calling security) could not be considered 
and does not discuss specifically how this precedential. 
policy is to be applied. "I wiJI not say exactly when I would call in 
Pursuant to its disagreement with the security or the Ann Arbor police ... but I will 
Administration, the NLG is planning a peace- say I will seriously consider them in the event 
ful demonstration of the FBI speaker's pres- of significant disruption ... The person must be 
ence, consisting, in part of "informal picket- permitted to speak and the audience to hear" 
ing", as announced at the last Guild Meeting. Bollinger told the Senate. He also added th~t 
The Guild is claiming that such possibly dis- Law School discipline, including suspension 
ruptive tactics are consistent with legitimate or expulsion, could be utilized, but declined to 
principles of Constitutional interpretation, say under what specific circumstances. 
principles with authorize the "challenge" of Bollinger also declined to define what 
~ne-sided discussion formats which are feared would constitute "significant disruption", but 
hkely to be utilized. suggested that physical disruption (such as 
The resolution's use of the term "chal- the egg-throwing which occurred to former 
lenge• is open-ended. Group spokepersons president Ford and then-Attorney General 
would not articulate exactly what type of Meese during their visits to the campus at 
•challenge" would be pr esented. Kristin Van- large) would qualify. 
denBerg, active NLG member, however, ruled The NLG resolution charges that "the 
out "direct confrontation", stating that the FBI also has had a long-standing history of 
resolution :.tated "no oolicv of heckling,• but spying upon and harassing organizations and 
that "patent falsehoods will be denied." individuals dedicated to social and poli tical 
Although Bollinger's visit to the LSSS change." Coupled with what the NLG de-
was announced in Monday's docket for the scribes as the Bureau's "flagrantly discrimi-
purpose of addressing concerns related to natory employment practices and viewed 
tuition increases, he also discussed the Law within the context of the orga:Uzation's his-
~~ool's current position regarding the FBI tory and its inherently secretive character, 
VlSlt and any potential conflict . Stating that the NLG argues that these allegations of 
he has made a "tentative decision not to bar Bureau misconduct are sufficiently incrimi-
the FBI from interviewing at the law school,• nating to justify prohibition of FBI presence 
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Bollinger acknowledged the possibility of 
FBI misconduct, but stated that evidentiary 
difficulties were great. "It is a very strong 
policy of this administration to maintain a 
neutral political policy in the world. It is not 
a happy thought to envision an in-depth in-
vestigation into the policies of a feder al agency 
by the law school," he added. 
As to the concern over discrimination 
based upon sexual orientation, Bollinger 
stated that this issue has been referred to a 
faculty committee for resolution. Questioned 
by the Senate as to why no student represen-
tative for this committee, Bollinger responded 
that the committee would in fact consult stu-
dents. The lack of students would also in-
crease "faculty candor," noted Bollinger. No 
date was given for a report by this committee, 
although Bollinger added it might be "several 
months". 
Addressing the FBI's alleged racial dis-
crimination, Bollinger noted that although 
the issue had not been addressed by a full 
faculty meeting that "it is my understanding 
that the full force of the policy applies when 
we have an allegation made by a student 
within this law school. Surely, if someone says 
they have a policy of racial discrimination, 
they will be prohibited from interviewing. 
However, the problem is nobody acknowl-
edges that they discriminate against race. So, 
how do we apply the rule?" He then went on to 
list three factors which lead him to allow the 
FBI visit, notwithstanding alledeged race dis-
crimination. These included the difficulties 
of lack of proof of these allegations, the great 
deal of"institutional energy" which would be 
needed to investigate such allegations and 
the availability of more effective methods of 
protest, such as congressional action and po-
litical reform. 
Junior Clerks get Okay 
other Judge said. 
This same Judge "likes the idea that the 
Union got s tuffed in the face." 
"Obviously, we're disappointed," com-
mented the GEO's Richard Dees. "We would 
have preferred a ruling in our favor, but it 
seems the decision went against us in a most 
narrow way." 
Dees said the GEO's options now ar e 
"somewhat limited. We can try to organize 
the Senior J udges and Junior Clerks, bargain 
them into a union. It will depend on what 
people want to do." 
Dees hns scheduled a meeting with Sen-
ior J udges for later in the week to explore 
possibilities in light of the decision. 
Senior judges expressed surprise at the 
decision: "The early indications seemed to 
indicate we were within the meaning of the 
contract. I'd like to read the decision." 
Dees would like to get a copy of the deci-
sion, too. "Our lawyers still have it, so I 
~aven't read it and don't know the implica-
tions of the decision,• Dees said. 
Despite their surprise, one Judge re-
ported, "There was zero reaction Friday a tour 
meeting. No one asked any questions - it 
seemed like, ' Okay, end of questions, let's get 
on with it.• 
First year students were uniformly en-
thusiastic about the decision. "It will take 
some pressure off the Senior Judge and we'll 
generally get moreinputon our work,"said lL 
Leonard Kuyvenhoven. 
"Plus, now we don't have to listen to just 
the Senior Judge all the time," Kuyvenhoven 
added. 
lL Joe LaFata stated, "I can see right now 
that the Senior Judgesare far too busy to give 
us the help that they would like to. And the 
course won't be as singularly foc used, we'll 
have more diversity of opinions, a nd know 
better where we stand." 
"I think it's great that we'll have Junior 
Clerks to evaluate our work," said lL Yas-
mina Rahal. "It's a pretty important course, 
and the more attention it gets, the better.• 
Writing and Advocacy Program Director 
Mary White echoed first years' sentiments, 
saying, "The program is better having Junior 
Clerks' participation, for a lot of reasons: it 
benefits the first years, the Senior Judges, 
and me when I have to hire next year's Senior 
Judges." 
"I'm glad we're able to go ahead with a 
program we designed and we believe in," Dear: 
Sue Ek1und commented. 
"The decision was a real fine victory for 
the law school," stated Dean Lee Bollinger at 
the Senate meeting Monday night. 
Many of the Senior Judges are just glad 
the grievance process is over with. crm happy 
to get a Junior Clerk," one noted. "Fortu· 
see page twe lve 
Honigman, Miller, Schwartz 
and Cohn 
of Detroit, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Wednesday, October 5 
for summer and permanent employment, 1989. Michigan Union • Collating & B~ndmg 
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Fitch, Even, Tabin & 
. Flannery 
/of Chicago, San Francisco & 
San Diego 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Friday, October 14 
fo r positions commencing in the summer of 1989. 
Our firm concentrates in the practice of intellectual 
property law. We are presently seeking students 
with undergraduate education in engineering or the 
physical sciences for positions involving all phases of 
intellectual property law, including patent 
prosecution and litigation. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
O'Melveny & Meyers 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
September 29 & 30 
for positions in our 1989 Summer Associate Program 
and full-time positions beginning Fall, 1989, for our 
offices in 
Los Angeles, New York, 
Washington and Newport 
Beach, California 
O'Melveny & Meyers would like to invite all 
interested students to an informal cocktail party 
on Wednesday, September 28, in the Lawyers 
Club Lounge from 4:30 - 6:30. 
Late sign-up can be made in the Placement Offu:e Septemher 22 and 23. 
I . . ...... ,....,....,.. __ .,. _ _._ ... ,'"" .. -.... - , .... ·--- ... -.. _ ........ , '"'_ ... _._. ............ __ .............. ..... .... 
Touche Ross & Co . 
National Big "8" Accounting 
Firm 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Tuesday, October 11 
for summer and permanent positions, 1989. 
We would like to speak with students who have 
an interest in tax and a heavy undergrad 
accounting background. We have 80 offices and 
will be interviewing for Detroit as well as for 
other offices throughout the country. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offzce TODAY. 
Ross, Dixon & Masback 
ofWashington, D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested second and third year students on 
Monday, October 10 
for summer and permanent positions, 1989. 
Ross, Dixon & Masback was founded in 1983 by 
seven litigators committed to creating an alterna-
tive to traditional Washington law firm practice. 
RD&M is now a firm of over forty lawyers, with a 
diverse civil litigation practice, and with a commit-
ment to preserving the practice of law as meaning-
ful, challenging and rewarding. See our brochure 
in the Placement Office. 
Student interview request cards are due in the Placement Offu:e TODAY. 
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Environ111ental Law Society Starts Off Year 
By Elise Resnick 
The Environmental Law Society, from its new office in 
500 Legal Rese~h has much to offer both as an informal · 
colJection of interested students, and as a vehicle for a wide 
variety of actions on current environmental issues. Formed 
in 1970 following Earth Day, ELS lists about 120 members 
who participate at a variety oflevels. Membership is 
comprised mostly oflaw students, but students from the 
School of Natural Resources are also involved. Projects are 
initiated simply by a member expressing interest in an 
issue. 
J ohn Noonan, chair ofELS, describes "the spirit of the 
group ... as an advocacy organization and an outing club". 
Monthly meetings are scheduled on an ad hoc basis. Other 
informal gatherings are common. 'Last Sunday night 
marked the first social event this semester for the ELS: a 
spaghetti dinner hosted by Noonan, who said, "We're doin 
OK, I guess". A camping trip to the South Manitou island 
was organized for next weekend. 
Officers ofELS include Heidi Weston and Molly 
Ganger, co-office managers and social directors; Mike 
Primrose, treasurer; and Pat Gallagher and Tony Ettore on 
the SPOT Team (Special Projects Organization and Tac-
Martha Cook 
has Tea for 
You and Me 
by J ohn P anou rgias 
A long standing Michigan tradition continued Fri-
day, September 16 as the women of Martha Cook opened their 
doors to the law students for their first annual tea. Rosalie 
Moore, Director of Martha Cook noted that "fve been here for 
seven years and the law school has always been the first one, 
but I do not know how long Martha Cook residents have been 
inviting law students over for tea." 
In addition to law students, ~1artha Cook residents 
hold a tea every Friday for a variety of groups on campus. 
Many law students noted that this years tea was less formal 
than past teas and well attended. Aft-er the tea, an informal 
keg gathering was held in the Law Quad. 
Martha Cook is a residence hall owned by the Univer-
sity for woman students. It houses 152 students, sophomores 
through graduate students. Unlike other undergraduate 
dorms, this dorm is run independently of the Housing Division 
and has a Board of Governors, one of whom is traditionally a 
member of the Cook family. "'n the past, law students have 
stayed at Martha Cook, but there are none staying with us this 
year," Moore noted. 
The Law Quad and Martha Cook have close ties. 
Both were founded and financed by William W. Cook, a 1882 
graduate of the Law School. The tea for the Law School, in 
addition to being the flrst is also usually the biggest tea of the 
year. However, as Moore noted, Martha Cook was opened in 
1915, eight years before construction began on the Law Quad. 
Thus, "it is not true that Martha Cook was built to provide 
wives for law students," Moore stated. 
Clerks 
nately, it's still early enough- they'll come on line only 2-3 
weeks late. Despite the complaints of being without them, 
their absence will have had very little impact." 
Another Judge pointed out the central ideal that at times 
became obscured by the grievance procedure: "The program is 
designed fpr the first years' benefit. Writing is such an 
important part of legal education, that this program is not 
something you want to neglect." 
tics). New first year members were relieved to find the 
organization quite "decentralized". 
The ELS's claim to fame is the drafting of the language 
for the Michigan Bottle Bill (1973). The group has been 
sponsor of an annual symposium dealing with a major 
environmental issue such as the Great Lakes water 
diversion, privatization of public lands, and the manage-
ment of toxic wastes. Last year, the ELS hosted the first 
national conference of Environmental Law Societies. The 
convention brought together over 150 students from 50 law 
schools around the nation, including speakers from the 
National Wildlife Federation, the Environmental Protection 
Agency, and various law firms with interests in environ-
mental law. As a result of this pilot convention, a second 
has been planned for this year to be held in Boulder, 
Colorado, and a national newsletter, "NAELS", started. It 
serves as a vehicle for communication between environ-
mental law societies. 
The ELS puts out an occasional newsletter to all 
members by pendaflex. The newlsetter covers social events, 
projects, special events, and a comic or graphic. The ELS is 
involved also in compiling a catalogue of Environmental 
Legal Employment for-this year, and currently publishes a 
section in the Michigan Bar Journal. The section, entitled 
"Casenotes", contains short briefs of recently decided cases 
in environmental law, arid is designed to keep practitioners 
up to date on new developments in the environmental field. 
On the agenda for this year, the ELS hopes to initiate 
these projects: 
-waste counselling for the law school and the Univer-
sity at large; 
-a campaign for a broader environmental curriculum at 
the law school, perhaps bringing a visiting professor to 
teach water Jaw; 
-lectures are in the planning stages, one possible 
lecture \vlll be given by an executive from Gelman Sciences, 
the company accused of contaminating Michigan ground 
water with dioxin-4. 
Continuing this year is the law school recycling 
campaign, which is visible in the basement of Hutchins 
Hall. All law students and faculty are invited to deposit 
newspapers and non-glosgy waste paper in the proper 
receptacles. Sorting by color is necessary and is also 
greatly appreciated. Pat Gallagher said, "Things are like, 
kinda, things". 
LAW SCHOOL STUDENT SENATE 1989- May 1990 is October 15,1988. See 
' -·BUDGET INFO: the Financial Aid Office for details. 
;:. . Sept, 26 ~_,Mandatory meetings for ··· · ·. · · · · 
'_"groups rcqqesting:m()ney. . . All students arc iri~'i~:Ji&~tte'iid an in-
. ,· Sept. 272.::.:IJSS$~xecutiveBo~rdmeets, formal luncheon on W.~a.ncis:d~y,.·Septem­
. .-to .i:nake line ite.rh cuts (date subject to ber 28 with representilhves froni the De-
change but will occur no later than Oct. 3). partment of Health & Human Services, 
Oct. 3 -Senate votes on final budget Department of Treasury, Environmental 
allocations. Protection Agency, Securities & Exchange 
THEROBERTBOSCHFOUNDATION 
FELLOWSHIP, for nine months in Ger-
many, is available to qualified applicants. 
Fellows are placed on inteTnships appro-
. priate to their professional fields for four 
months in federal level government and 
four months in state level government or 
with a private corporation. Application 
deadline for internships beginning Sept. 
Commission, Cook Cou nty Public 
Defender's Office and the Minnesota At-
torney General's Office. )f interested, see 
Amy Flanagan in Room-'217 HH ... 
;.:.:·:·>> • ..·• 
The U-M chapter of the Anierican Civil 
Liberties Union invites all interested law 
students, faculty and· staff to attend its 
first geneTal meeting this Thursday, Sept. 
22, at 7:00 p.m. in Room 116 ~· 
Competitors Eloquently Testify To The 
Success of Volleyball Tournament 
mentary school," "Don't spit on the court," "Flo just touc::ec
fraternity which was originally chartered at Michigan in 
1905. People are attempting to get it going again, so if you 
have any interest, ask around. It looks great on a resume. I 
hope this paragraph will pay for the beer they gave me. 
A final collage of the tournament can be painted through 
random comments of players and fan s overheard at an event 
I like to call Bf'ach Volleyball l988: "No, over the net,"" Oooh, 
she's bleeding," "It's just a flesh wound, • "Hey, somebody save 
that beer," "No, we don't wTite our own headlines," "Hooray, 
fm for the other team," "I'd really like to see these summer 
starters get: bent," "Win '1\vins," "We used to wrestle in ele-
himself," and "I don't wanna play anymore, this [maourr
sucks." 
Although there were way too many high-fives exchanged
and some kids took it a little too seriously, \vith only six or
seven serious injuries this year's volleyball tournament was 
great success. This reporter's perspective on the competi~~'
was summarized well when Ron Dewaard stated, "I'm lookir;
for some press this year, Chief." In closing, I'd liketoquwt..'-!
immortal words of Joe Kellmeyer who declared, "I'm go::::J
have to go, I've gotta take a [urination]," and the words ofC'r:J
Regan who stated later that same weekend, "Shut up~·
babbling idiot." 
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U of M Trounces Columbia in Heated Contest 
! 
By Pam Heatlie 
Last year I reported that Michigan was in dangeroflosing 
its stature as home to the world's greatest law library, because 
s:udents were shirlcing their duty of writing stunning witti-
ci;ms in the suggestion book. 
Look, all libraries are about the same, so the best in the 
world must have some edge over its clones. Our distinguish-
ingfactor is none other than the suggestion book. We can have 
the best books, the best staff (and oh we do!), and the biggest 
nbrary, but still fail to win the gold medal oflaw librariness if 
,1 have a less than excellent suggestion book. 
~ow you don'tjust buy a Ferrari F40 instead of a Porsche 
9$ without test driving each, merely because you think the 
ferrari is better, do you? No, of course not(at least not in your 
dreams you don't). With many thanks to Margaret Leary, 
Director of the Law Library and hopefully dispenser of raises, 
-e have a chance to compare Michigan's suggestion book to 
iJxlse of other venerable law libraries. This week's subject? 
Cdumbia. 
I can already hear you. I hear ~ew Yorkers out there 
brJmphing at my audaci ty. After all, is "1\'YC not the most 
:ilphisticated, provocative, soul-stirring city in the WHOLE 
WIDE WORLD??? I mean, everything is in NYC, n'est-ce pas? 
lnyin the world would anybody want to '1ive" anywhere else? 
People that don't live in NYC shouldjust kill themselves to end 
tl:eirm~ndane lives, right? Oh yes, you people really piss me 
vff. As a Midwesterner I can like NYC because it's an exciting 
?~e, but I can't not like NYC, because that makes me 
parochial. 
Ann Landers said, "Guests who are super-critical of the 
laces they visit are almost always provincial, lacking in 
ophistication, or chronic complainers: Pity them. They miss 
o much in life." I do not think it matters at all that she was 
rmmenting on some Midwesterners.,.it applies to Big Apple-
ites, too. Anyway, I wish you people (a small, but irritating, 
minority of New Yorkers) would lay off; you give me a 
headache (and I hope I give you one. After ali;Copenhagen has 
you beat as the best city on the face of the earth, Nanny-
nanny-boo-boo). But, like Sophia, I digress ... 
All comments below (except those in brackets, which 
belong to me} are reproduced as they appear in the Columbia 
Law Library's suggestion book: 
; Who installed the carpeting 3 years ago? Was it the 
UAW? A professional should be able to get simple wall to wall 
carpeting to lie Oat on the floor. (Obviously, this carpet is 
related to the carpeting just outside the S-2 computer room 
which, as reported in our suggestion book, attempted to 
murder a student last year. Note: this was riot written by 
Carolyn Kennedy.} 
Your bathrooms are spotless. (Thank you. Our "No Pets" 
policy has been very effective.} 
Within a 36 hour period the temperature has fluctuated 
from 53 degrees to 82 degrees. Is it long underWear or 
Bermuda shorts? 
We have created these areas near the entrance ... and in 
the Cravath Lounge. (Possible source of all that hot air?} 
We have had suggestions about adding to these collec-
tions (running the gamut from requests for scholarly busi-
ness-oriented materials to pleas for newspapers with comic 
strips). (Gee, no comic strips? A day without Calvin and 
Hobbes? No Grimm? What d? students read in the Cravath 
Lounge?} 
Last weekend was very hard on our machines ... The glass 
in one of the new machines was smashed by an over-zealous 
patron. (Classic symptom of comic strip withdrawal.} 
'fhe photocopiers get a lotofuse (and abuse-1 don't want 
to tell you how often we have to replace broken glass on the 
machines.) (Newest collegiate sport: Head Bashing Copy 
Machines. This sport will be an exhibition event at the 1992 
Olympics, sponsored by IDM. Only law students will partici-
pate, since they alone seem to be capable of surviving ·· and 
even enjoying·· serious and repeated assaults on their gray 
matter.} 
Get some heat on the second floor! We can only suggest 
that those who are too hot make use of the 2nd floor, and those 
who are too cold try the 3rd and 4th floors. (Interesting 
concept: picking up dates by tempera"ture, instead of making 
due with what presents itself in the Reading Room.} 
Suggestion: End experimentation into how large shifts in 
room temperature affect the human metabolism. {The New 
York Times reporting staff uncovered a sinister plot by the 
fashion police, using Columbia Jaw students as guinea pigs. 
The fashion police were manipulating the fashion world by 
studying intense temperature changes on the human shop-
ping psyche. The end result of their study was this summer's 
heat wave and billions of dollars in profit for the manufactur-
ers of Bermuda shorts. I'd buy my long underwear now if I 
were you ... } 
The Shepard's room has only 112 of its bulbs working. 
(Does this explain the dim wits?} 
Okay, so where does all this leave us? Having read about 
a year's worth of the dulVmoany Columbia suggestion bo<-k, 
rve decided that while Columbia may be a fine law school, and 
may have many fine books on its shelves, i ts suggestion book 
stinks (although the staff makes a valiant effort to deal with 
problems. My question is how they could possibly bother with 
these students who don't even make it worth their while by 
writing in a joke once ina while? We all know that Michigan's 
staff treats us so well because they respect our jocular nature). 
After one match-up, Michigan is still rated a Ferrari, but 
poor Columbia has come up a Dodge Omni; it gets you around, 
but there's no pizazz. 
Kenyon & Kenyon 
of Nf!w York, New York 
enthusiastically looks forward to interviewing second 
and third year students on · 
Tuesday,- September 27 
.. 
for summer and permanentpositiQns in 1989. 
Our firm specializes in all phases of Intellectual Property law, in particular, 
patent, trademark, trade secret, unfair competition and copyright law. 
Stictessful candidates generally have a technical background to enable them 
to function effectively in all areas of our practice. 
La~e interview sign-ups may be made in t he Placement Office TODAY. .. 
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Harold Tries to Convert this Week's Picks 
PREDICTIONS OF TOP GAMES miS 
WEEK 
OKLAHOMA AT USC-My personal PAC-
10 source claims USC QB Rodney Peete is 
THE best college QB in the country, if profes-
sional prospects are discounted. Possibly. I 
do know that the Sooners contain Steve Tay-
lor, a very similar QB, fairly well in their 
battles with Nebraska. The Sooners possess 
speed galore, but often do not play well on 
natural turf. The Sooner hopes rest, at least 
temporarily, solely with Jamelle Holieway 
because of Charles Thompson's back injury. 
J amelle allegedly told Peete this summer that 
the Sooners would beat the Trojans handily. 
Until Holiewayfails to back 
up his boasting, I believe 
him. OKLAHOMA 24 
usc 20 
is hampered by a sprained ankle. But the 
worst injury endured was a severely damaged 
ego. Coach Osborne virtually reopened all 
defensive positions to competition for starting 
status, and Nebraskans have been demand-
ingeverythingfrom the defensive coordinator's 
resignation to the firing of the entire staff. 
Nebraska has been known in the past as a 
kind of Big Eight alter ego to the brashly 
WEST VIRGINIA AT PITTSBURGH-
Pittsburgh impressed last week, as did the 
potent Mountaineers. This game cert.n.inly 
goes a long way in determining the top east-
em team, and probably has national champi-
onship implications as well. This battle high-
lights two of the finest young multi-talented 
QB's in the country in West Virginia's Major 
Harris and Pittsburgh's Darnell Dickinson, 
Hunter's Top Guns 
,. ' 
1. UCLA 
2. Miami, Fla. ·ry ·b Jl . . 1 tts u.rg .1 
Randy Welniak, a possible high-round profes· 
sional draft choice of the same ilk as former 
Wac star Kelly Stouffer. By the way, both o! 
the above-mentioned hail from Nebraska, al-
though neither were recruited by the Husk-
ers. QB Dee Dowis masterfully controls tne 
Falcon wishbone, and will occasionally laundt
a spiral or two as well. However, the differ-
ence between these two teams is defense. 
While Wyoming is adequate, Air Force was 
decimated by pre-season injuries to several 
key defenders, and currently ranks in the bot-
tom ten in the country in that category_ Iftl:e 
Cowboys prevail, they clearly have the inside 
track to their second straight Wac champ;'lr.-
ship and will be sitbng 
nicely in the top20. WYO. 
MING45 AIRFORCE~
TEXAS A&M AT OKLA-
HOMA ST.-Publica-LSU at OHIO STATE-
Ohio State looked horrid 
while being demolished by 
Pittsburgh, and LSU con-
tinued toimpressin defeat-
ing Tennessee for the first 
time ever on the Vol's cur-
rent field. However, I have 
a strange feeling that this 
game will be closer than 
expected. Although I ref-
use to pick another Big Ten 
team to pull the upset again 
(thanks Michigan St.), Ohio 
St. will olav better this 
week (it can't play any 
worse). LSU will prevail 
behind soon-~be Heisman 
candidate Tom Hodson, but 
look for the Bucks to keep 
the game close, at least tem-







tions and fans often refe:-
to the Big Eight as the Big
Two and the Little Six.
However (pay attention,
Sports Illustrated), this is
simply not the case. ~o;
only will the Colorado
Buffaloes challenge for a
middle-range bowl berti:,
but the Oklahoma S:.
Cowboys will again field a
fine squad while attempt-
ing to equal last year's 1G-
win record. Although 
Thurman Thomas now 
plays for pay, underrated 
Barry Sanders steps to the 
forefront as OSU's top 
workhorse, as well as 
maintaining his status as 
one of the most dangero:JS 
kick returners in the coun· 









10. Notre Dame 
11. S. Carolina 
GEORGIA AT SOUTH 
CAROLINA-Georgia 
allowed Mississippi St. 35 
points last week, which 
could be indicative of de-
fensive weaknesses in its 
front seven. Also, its im-
pressive opening victory 
against Tennessee has been 
12. W. Virginia 
13. Clemson 
tarnished by the Vol's 0-3 start. South Caro-
)jna QB Todd Ellis has been relatively unim-
pressive thus far, which probably means that 
his supporting cast is weaker than last year, 
when be posted fine numbers. The \vinner 
here will entrench itself firmly among the top 
teams in the country. Conversely, neither 
team can afford a loss here; the Bulldogs face 
too tough a conference schedule to lose this 
one, while the Gamecocks will not get many 
chances to prove themselves to the pollsters, 
and had better take advantage here. Playing 
at South Carolina is extremely difficult, and 
should provide the edge the Gamecocks need. 
SOUTH CAROLINA 27 GEORGIA 24 
ARIZO~A ST. AT NEBRASKA-The Com-
huskers have never been embarrassed as badly 
(at least during my lifetime) as they were at 
the hands of the UCLA Bruins two weeks ago. 
More importantly, the Huskers suffered sev-
eral injuries to front-line performers, and will 
be missing a starting defensive tackle, full -
back,andwingback. Further, QBSteveTaylor 
confident Sooners. This week you will see 
more emotion from ~ebraska than the 
Huskers have displayed in a very long 
time. As for Arizona St., it is an improving 
young team with an experienced QB in 
Dan Ford, ·but it has the misfortune of 
catching Nebraska at the wrong time. Fi-
nally, the Huskers have a score to settle 
with the Pac-10. )lEBRASKA 38 
ARIZONA ST. 13 
TENNESSEE AT AUBURN-In my 
book, the Vols are the biggest disappoint-
ment in the country to date. I still believe 
the Vols are a good team, and will attend 
some bowl to conclude the season. How-
ever, they face a fine Auburn squad on the 
Tiger's turf, and could be 0-4 with another 
loss. Auburn has not been tested yet, and 
could be in for a dogfight with a desperate 

















both directing talented offenses. But Pitt 
may have the defensive advantage. Also, 
thePnnthers'home field advantage makes 
Pitt the pick. PITTSBURGH 31 WEST 
VIRGINIA 24 
MICIIIGAI~ ST. AT FLORIDA ST.--
I do not think I really need to say a 
heckuva lot here, as Michigan St. seems 
to be speaking very clearly for itself. It 
simply will not mount serious offensive 
threats until its offensive line improves. 
Also, its defense appears to be a step or 
two slow, which is deadly against a team 
possessing multi-dimensional offensive 
players with speed to burn. Florida St. is 
such a team. Although a letdown is pos-
sible after defeating Clemson in Death Valley, 
I doubt that it would matter very much. 
FLORIDA ST. 31 MICHIGAN ST. 7 
\VYOMING AT AIR FORCE-This could 
be one or the highest scoring games of the 
year. Wyoming has a potent attack led by 
Gundy and WR Hart U€ 
Dykes(the latterprobab!y 
the finest at his position:n 
the country) will hook up 
often. Texas A&~1. a!'+..e! 
last week's cancellarien 
against Alabama due :o 
overrated Hurricane 
Gilbert(meaningthereare 
at least two Hurricanes overrated this )ear,
has now had three weeks since its last game :0 
think over its 0-2 start and many problen:s. 
The team should be a little rusty, and \\ill re:y 
on n stellar defensive unit to stay in the game. 
The Cowboys may be suspect on defense, b:l> 
if the Aggies don't find a QB capable ofputnng 
points on the board, that may not matter hert>. 
OKLAHO~lA ST. 20 TEXAS A&~t 16 
WAKE FOREST ATMICHIGA.i~-I dor.c;; 
really know why I'm even bothering to prog· 
nosticate here. The Wolverines were ,.e!) 
impressive in losing to Miami, and look :.a 
have found a VERY good QB in Michael Tay· 
lor. Although Michigan will surely suf'"e• 
somewhat or a letdown, it will have more than 
enough to conquer the Demon Deacons. Michi· 
gan has jumped to the forefront of the class ri 
the Big Ten this year, although that is a lit!~e 
like saying that Charles Manson is the nires; 
guy ever to be on death row. 
MICHIGAN 45 WAKE FOREST 14 
OF MICHIGAN 
26111 Evergreen. Suote 302 • Southheld. Mochigan 46076 • (313) 354 -7111 
ENROLL IN BARBRI OF MICHIGAN BY NOV. 2, 1988 
and freeze your tuition at the Early Enrollment Rate with just 
a $50 deposit toward your Bar Review Course! 
CALL 1-800-245-EXAM OR CONTACT A CAMPUS REP. 
"·~I< ftKt M.\K k[\'IE•' • 1.\W' OISTlU"l"TOkS • GtlUI\T LA'l' SVWioiAitiES • GILIE.I\T LA'l' l'~t:-'TING CO. • llGALISU 
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Grueling Tournament Builds Character
By Steve Olson 
You could feel it in the air. The 200-piece University of 
:Michigan Marching Band was blaring away in the back-
ground. Flag twirlers were frantically flag twirling them-
selves into a frenzy. The blimp of a major American tire and 
rubber company was circling majestically overhead. One 
could actually sense the excitement bw1ding. This wasn'tjust 
another day, this was beach volleyball Friday afternoon. Ain't 
nothing like it. 
Sixteen teams of titans bumped, set, spiked, and drank 
their way through three grueling hours of competition until 
only four clubs remained. Then I went home because it got way 
too cold. Consequently I have no idea who won. Surprisingly, 
the tournament organizers don't seem to have any idea either. 
I'm sure it was a classic grudge match of mammoth 
proportions between two evenly matched, competitive, yet 
ever sportsmanlike ball clubs. The winners probably over-
came great adversity on the road to the title and will not let 
their new found fame and glory go to their heads. The non-
winners were possibly devastated by their crushing defeat, yet 
ever gracious and congratulatory to the deserving champions, 
while still vowing to crush them in indoor volleyball next 
semester. The champion and runner-up will be given their 
much deserved recognition in next week's edition, once we can 
find someone who will admit to being there. 
But since I wasted an entire afternoon sitting in dirt, I am 
going to write an article. Thus, as with alllawschool sporting 
events, the competition is but a small part of the overall 
gathering. This reporter was disappointed, however, with the 
small number of non-<:ompetitors who turned out to root on 
their favorite teams. I myself could not compete in this year's 
competition as the whole RG staff inexplicably managed to 
sleep through three days of pre-tournament registration. 
Thus, I sat myself do.vn pen in hand, tape recorder at the 
ready, and trusty quart of malt liquor at my side, ready to 
Law in the Raw 
Let's Clear the Air 
In Sonora, California, a defense attorney is appealing his 
client's conviction, charging prosecutorial misconduct. He 
claims that the prosecutor disrupted the trial when he 
"farted about 100 times. He even lifted his leg." 
Washington Monthly, July-August 1988 
Some People Just Can 't Have Fun 
C.P A Robert Parker was a financial officer of the Uni-
versity oflllinois, its foundation and a company the founda-
tion owned. From 1977 until1981, he embezzled $603,917 
from the company, in part by writing checks for $90,000 to 
"Club Taray" and $397,000 to women engaged in "sexual 
activity." Al thoughheadmittedembezzlingthemoney,Parker 
did not report the funds as income. 
In his defense in tax court, Parker claimed he had been 
mentally ill and was being controlled by the women and the 
manager of Club Taray. As a matter offact, Parker added, 
he hadn't even benefitedfrom,orevenenjoyed, his little fling. 
The judge found Parker liable for taxes and penalties, 
adding that, "any illness he may have had did not interfere 
with his ability to recognize taxable income," regardless of 
any other abilities it impaired. 
Wall Street Journal, July 1, 1987 
According To His Briefs ... 
Second Lt. Naomi Haye was recently convicted of com-
mitting adultery inside a missile silo. Her attorney promised 
to appeal the conviction of his client, explaining, "' will go 
with Naomi Haye as far as she desires to go." 
Washington Monthly, July-August 1988 
Who Says Corruption Isn't Interesting 
We all remember the recent conviction of former Reagan 
aid Lyn Nofziger on three counts ofillegallobbying. What is 
often forgotten is that Nofziger's co·defendant, Mark Bragg, 
\.. 
chronicle the action, both on and especially off the soil. 
Wandering from game to game I found the comments and 
actions of players and fans painted their o\vn special picture 
of the event, which I will now present. First, I must point out 
that the more obscene and offensive of their comments (thus 
the most entertaining) have been removed in the interest of 
our more sensitive readers. Please read ahead anyway. With 
due respect to LeRoy Neimann, let the painting begin. 
One is first struck by the ever-present danger of taking a 
softball in the back of the head from the field next door. But 
you are soon captivated by the majesty of volleyball at its 
finest, which even a welton the skull could not take away. One 
then notices that most of the players are not wearing shoes. 
"At least they're not wearing thongs," volleyball fanatic David 
Reichert rationalized. 
One of the few teams wearing shoes was the Flying 
Flanagans, which although seemingly loaded with talent, 
made a very quick exit. "Air Jordan, Air Jordan, Air Jordan," 
Mike "Lefty" Flanagan explained. "Your shorts are too long, 
too long, too long," an unidentified member of the crowd was 
heard to respond. Economics grad student Tim Brink further 
explained his team's failure by exclaiming, "Don't throw beer 
at me!" probably hoping to protect his florescent pink shorts, 
or perhaps the boxers showing underneath. Jim "FFo Hyman" 
Eardley putitbestwhen he said, "Flo had a momentary lapse." 
Phenom Adam Shayne had no comment. 
The Flanagans were defeated by the Flying Sussmans. 
"They wouldn't share their beer with us," stated Sussman 
Captain Rob Sussman, explaining his team's success. "Watch 
for the Twins and the Mets in the Series," Sussman added. 
Teammate Mark "Mac" Joy concluded "Oh no!" as he spiked 
yet another ball into the net, little realizing he and Sussman 
would narrowly avert arrest at their block party later that 
evening. The team was crushed in the next round, however. 
The oft auoted Sussman exolained "1 can't take this sonll' 
anymore!" referring to the marching band's 47th nauseating 
playing of MacArthur Park. 
Over on the otht>r court, Tank looked like the team U>beat,
but they took a sudden and unexpected nosedive. Second year 
Neil Millensexplnined "I live in Ypsi." Bill "Surfer Boy- Hai:e 
added "Don't be a [wimp]." Third year Ellen Seats echoedt~f
sentiments of many m a ttendance when she reiterated, "Dol 
have any quotes for the RG?" Volleyball referee extrordinaire,
Judy "The Gimp" McNamara gave the best explanation when 
stating, "Bill had a party looming at six o'clock and several of 
the new crop of first year women, a bumper crop I migh~acd.
were going to be there: 
The first years were well represented by another ~
whose name I never found out, which suffered a tough luck loss 
while playing valiantly. "We were unprepared for the high 
caliber of play," Sarnh "Suzanne" Somers explained. -we're 
from the wrong coast," easterner Lynn "Just like the Dmr.rr 
Swanson concluded. "It put us on asphal t." It was good toue 
the 1L turnout and we hope to see more in the future. Takei:
from me, there is no 1,rreater thrill than beating up a bunch of
arrogant second and third years. The first years who partici·
pated seemed to have a particularly swell time. "The only
spike I want to see tonight is in a bowl of punch; Ba..n
McQuade cracked before breaking into her now infamO'Js
Richard Simmons impersonation. "I can't get enough of it.'
Steve "Steph" Klein commented, out of context. 
The only fi nal fou r team which would \villingly talk tom<
was Moira's Maulers. Their success was explained by Da\i~
Breuch who stated, "Do you guys print pictures?" Al ~ian
further explained, "Twins? Twins?! TheTwinkies?!!" Maulers
superfan Donna Berry summarized her feelings on the tour·
nament when she sai d "Please tell me you haven't done any
work on your note." 
One must fi nally thank Phi Alpha Delta (PAD), the legal
Continued on page TWELVE 
By Colin Zick, Eric Luoma and Joe Kellmeyer 
was acquitted. But Mr. Bragg's attorney, Richard Ben-Ven-
iste, wasn't ve.ry excited about the result, or the trial itself. "'t 
felt better than a poke in the eye, but we all felt bad for 
Nofziger." Adding insult to injury was the published report 
that a juror started dozing during Ben-Veniste's closing argu-
ment. 
Ben-Veniste disputes this, contending that the juror r eally 
fell asleep during the summation by Independent Counsel 
James McKay, and kept snoozing through the summation of 
Nofziger's attorney. Said Ben-Veniste, "They just didn't want 
to excuse her until all the arguments were over .to avoid 
embarrassing her. During my argument, the other jurors 
became distracted trying to keep her awake. So she had to be 
excused." 
Legal Times, February 15, 1988 
I May Be Nuts, But I 'm Not Stupid! 
Attorney R.L. Houston of Jackson, Mississippi, repre-
sented two individuals on separate lunacy commitment hear-
ings in the course of one afternoon. 
The first of the men insisted that he was the president of 
the United States, and that he would have the judge and 
lawyers placed in jail if he were sent to a psychiatric hospital. 
After the first hearing ended, the second man was brought 
in. He wa.s questioned about his perception of time, place and 
r eality. When he was asked if he knew who the president of 
the United States was, he replied, "I can't recall the fellow's 
name, but I just met him out there in the hall." 
ABA Journal, July 1, 1988 
Will He Ever Be "the King?" 
In Augusta, Georgia, James Brown's wife is seeking dip-
lomatic immunity from traffic charges. As her defense she is 
citing a two-year·old declaration by a congressman that" James 
Brown is indeed our No. 1 ambassador. • And the Embassy is 
in Motown, right? 
,Washington Monthly, July-August 1988 
', .. '' 
At Least He Didn't Use the "F-word" 
Judges have a hard time. They have overcrowded dock· 
ets, low salaries, and little staff to help them. They have it so 
bad that sometimes, even witnesses dump on them, as in the 
following Pxcerpt from a divorce proceeding: 
Q: Has he expressed that he woulc! 
comply with the order? Has he said he would comply 
with the order? Do you know what I mean by that ? 
A:. Yes, I'm trying to think of a polite way to say it. 
Well, he said, "1 don't give a shit what the asshole Judge said, 
you aren't getting a #$%*@&cent." 
Mr. Jones: Objection! 
Q: Is that what your husband said? 
A:. That was the exact words he said to me through 
the phone. . 
The Court: Was there an objection? 
Mr. Jones: Objection. It is hearsay, it is an extraf.:· 
dicial statement made by the declarant, intended to prove the 
truth of the statement contained therein. That ought to be 
stricken from the court record as scandalous, irrelevant and
inappropriate. 
Mr. Smith: I think it is an admission. 
The Court: I think you are going too far when you 
are talking about the truth of the statement. I have some 
problem with the content of that. 
Actual excerpt of proceedings
M-1-C, K-E-Y, S-U-I-N-G 
What a country! In order to show his pride in his neW· 
found land, Soviet exile Victor Chermokov painted a picture 
of that most American of Americans, Mickey Mouse. He was 
so proud of his work that he invited Disney officials to come 
to the Beverly Hills gallery where his painting hung, so they 
could see it for themselves. Upon seeing it for themselves, 
the Disney officials promptly contacted their attorneys, who 
threatened to sue Cherrnokov for unauthorized use of the 
Mickey Mouse image. Now he really knows what America 
is all about. 
CBS Radio News, March 24, 1988  
I o 
